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Before discussing the importance of the Eighty
War for Dutch art, allow me to dramatize the subject
an instance of the Dutch contribution to French war art
a somewhat later period. Following the Treaty of
.
in 1678, which put an end to the state of war
1 11 France and the Republic, Louis XIV embarked on a
campaign to embody and advertise his triumphs in
merits and works of art. Among the artists enlisted for
jcrpose were a number of foreigners. In fact, it seems to
been part of Louis’ policy to encourage artists and writ-om abroad to work on official projects in Paris and
To what use did he put the talents of Dutch
2 1‘? In the current view, there would not seem to have

n

1.

.

1

much room for meaningful participation by
anders in such a project. The Dutch are now famous
iteir anti-heroic bent, their preference for description
._ allegory, their love of domesticity and their quiet civic
How could artists with such a disposition possibly
up the necessary conviction to help the French immortheir military glory?
Nonetheless, artists from the lowlands were major
--.—._ in this French state enterprise. For the evocation of
land battles, Louis depended mainly on Adam Frans van
Heulen of Brussels, who accompanied the king on his
"4’ an S. When it came to monumental sculpture, the leadspecialist1n France was Martin Desjardins, who was born
Breda as Martin van den Bogaert. Van den Bogaert was
.i'lief author of the monuments in the place des Victoires
"' where reliefs and statues celebrate the defeat of the
‘s own native country. If these artists were trained in
southern Netherlands, the commemoration of French sea
cries was entrusted to a native of Amsterdam, known to
11:21:: by his Gallicized name Jean-Charles Donat van
.- .1. In 1685 van Beecq was working for Louis XIV at
-

-

~

-
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Marly, when he was recommended to an aide of the Marquis
de Seignelay, Jean- Baptiste Colbert, son of the statesmano "
that name. In a letter to an aide of Colbert, the art-lovm.
functionary Esprit Cabart de Villermont wrote.
Comme il est le seuljcy en ce genre et qu’il y a 21 Mar:
quatre de ses tableaux, dont 1 ’un repre’sente Alger bombard:
la nuit an autre Canonnade de Chio et les deux autres :4
mesme espéce, mond. sr. marquis pourroit, si la maniére 5::
agree, se dormer vne suitte historique de toutes les expentions maritimes qui ont esté execute’es ou par luv 5"
personne ou par ses 0rdres. Quand j’auray l’honneur .11
vous voir, je vous diray [...] qu’il ne seroit peut estre'b
jmpossibledefaire gouster au Roy pour des dessins de tap:—
series; d ’actions nauales qui informeroient la poste’rite’ :1
ministére de mon dit sr. le marquis si vtile a l’Estat, et 51' g: :—
rieux au Roy et a luy. »
«

f;

2

In other words, a Dutch artist was being touted by 0132
French military ofﬁcial to another as the only specialist
the country capable of depicting naval battles. Van Beecc's
skills were in their way equivalent and1n any case a comp-:
ment to those of the Dutch shipbuilders the French brougn‘.
in to found the shipyard of Rochefort.
These examples are cited as counter-evidence to the
clichés about Holland and the Dutch cited above. Of course
Netherlandish painters depicted household scenes and qua;
city streets. But in French eyes, at least, the artists 1'
Brabant and Holland were top specialists in the evocatim'.
and gloriﬁcation of war on land and sea. Who can doubt tha:
in the 17th-century scale of values, this capacity was value-i.
higher than the ability to paint still lifes or peasant tavert:
The careers of van der Meulen, Desjardins and van Beam
were not only instruments of politics, propaganda and pa:sonal aggrandizement at the French court. Their talents wen
also put in the service of warfare.
Turning to the Netherlands, the standard view pr:sents us with nothing but polar opposites to this situatitn.
Dutch artists were not courtiers, they were independent
small businessmen. They did not work on commission but m
their own entrepreneurial risk. If art was instrumentalizai
to any purpose, it was to commercial, not political, let altar
military ends. The Dutch state was after all a burgher tepid!»
1ic, where the military leaders were in the service of civihm
governments.
Over the past few years, this all too comfortame
opposition has been subject to a low-key revision. In part. II!

:
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Tery event now being commemorated, the 350th anniversary
:5 the Treaty of Munster, is responsible for this. The simple

:"nallenge of mounting exhibitions on the end of the Eighty
Years War has sent art historians off on a search for war-

related art. One such exhibition was held in the Prinsenhof

Museum in Delft last spring, under the title Images of a war. 3

?“

What the organizers found as they went about their work
was rather astonishing. On the one hand an unexpected
tealth ofmaterial: coins and medals, maps and prints, draw:1gs and paintings. On the other hand, in trying to research
:he signiﬁcance of these images, they came across a scholarly
Tacuum or even what pop psychology calls “denial.” The Delft
:atalog'ue quotes a statement by the great Dutch historian
Johan Huizinga to the effect that the painting of warfare by
:5 nature contained ”less beauty and less truth than a
Dutch painter deserved.“ This attitude, which did not origi:.ate or end with Huizinga, has been responsible for the
:arginalization of war-related art in Holland. Needless to
say any such prejudice, applied as consistently as this one,
tesults in a distortion of the total View of the phenomenon
Eeing studied. This applies not only to art which is visibly
related to war but also, even more injuriously, to seemingly
:nwarlike art. This will be illustrated here with examples
from two types of Dutch painting: brieﬂy with regard to
genre and more speciﬁcally concerning group portraits of the
Amsterdam civic guard.
Perhaps more than any other artist, Pieter de Hooch
seen
as
interpreter of Dutch society as a quiet
siomestic an exemplary
domain, indeed a feminine domain, with no place for
developed by the
tar or its effects. That mode was however
artist only after the end of the Eighty Years War. Before then,
and on into the 1650s, he had not yet discovered the woman
3.: housemother. She was still an unattached female, available
for the distraction of the soldiers who were so much a part of
Dutch city life during the war. As has been observed in a thein Dutch genre painting, the
is on the depiction of women
shiﬁ was a general trend. 5 While the war was on, there was a
greponderance of good-time girls, procurers and camp follow-.-.1Psamong
women in Dutch painting, above the relatively rare
:xamples of housekeepers and mothers. The shiftin favor of
:he latter which commenced after 1648 was not however a
:lean break. From the 1650s on the work of de Hooch shows a
:ontinuum between women we would perceive as available to
soldiers and women who were not.
Consider this sequence of ﬁve1mages. Figure is an
:conic de Hooch, the famous Courtyard in Delft with a woman
3nd child in the National Gallery in London, dated 1658. 6 In

1
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a small courtyard a young woman and a little girl hold hands
and look at each other as if in discussion. The scene emanates
a strong suggestion of maternal care and childish obedience.
The two ﬁgures seem to be emerging from a shed Where they
have fetched things for the kitchen. On the left is a view
through the hallway of the house into the street. Peter Sutton
characterizes the setting of this and similar paintings thus:
“Removed from the public thoroughfares, these are

private spaces, literally and geometrically extensions of the domestic environment. Women step out
into them to continue their housework in the open
air, doing the laundry, spinning, fetching water, or
ministering to children [...]. Occasionally they will
also pause to share a drink with their more leisurely
male companions [...]. Although the church spires
and gabled roofs remind us that the city is close at
hand, these are private spaces imbued with a special
calm.”7

This description is applied by Sutton to the action in a second
painting of the same year (Fig. 2), in which a seemingly identical woman and girl are painted8 in a courtyard and house
with many of the same features. Now the woman, a glass of
wine in her hand, is in conversation not with the child, who
plays quietly with a dog, but with a man seated at a table
under a trellis, a mug of beer in his hand. Another man.
behind her, smokes a pipe. The atmosphere is certainly
relaxed, but in what sen'Se, we may ask, are these men “companions” of the woman? And is the place really as private as
Sutton insists?
A detail that casts doubt on Sutton’s reading is the
sherp and sword hung casually with a jacket over the shutter
on the left. Clearly they belong to one of the males at the table.
In my own reading of the painting, the men have entered
through the open door leading through the corridor to the
courtyard, which is not at all closed off from the public street.
They are not companions of the women, but paying customers
in a small tavern. If the courtyard breathes a special calm
that quality is being exploited by the woman commercially.
A third painting, undated but apparently from the
same period, shows the scene from behind, as it were (Fig. 3 2‘
It is placed in a similar brickwork enclosure, with shutters of
the same color and make as those in the other paintings. Here
the wall of the house is on the right rather than the left, and
we look beyond the enclosure into the distance, where the
tower of the Nieuwe Kerk in Delft rises. A woman and child.
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all appearances the same models as in the other two pic:‘sss. now both seem to be serving male guests, one of whom
3 ;:1 ofﬁcer in a cuirass. The little girl is bringing out a bramr of hot coals for their comfort while the woman is drinking
1 glass of beer with them. This is not altogether innocent
navior. In fact, it so bothered an owner of a second version
Elf :he painting, which Sutton considers to be
an “autograph
splica,” that he had one of the male clients - the officer, of
surge - painted over (Fig. 4).10 In the eyes of this revisor, I
Kggest, the woman’s behavior compromised the domesticity
21d special calm he read into the scene. By taking a beer from
boys, she came too close to the barmaids in earlier, indoor
gamtings by de Hooch (Fig. 5), such as the Seated soldier with
z smnding serving woman of 1652-55, where the raunchier
side of the motif is brought out. 11 The overpainting constitutes
1 :‘ouble injury: it affects the fabric of the painting itself, while
'zcrrdlerizing its subject.

In

:5

Interpreted in isolation from each other, the
Cmrtyard in Delft and the Seated soldier with a standing
art-mg woman seem like opposites. Current discourse inter;rets one painting as an emblem of sequestered domesticity
2d the other of near licentiousness in a public place. One as
ixi:elebration of tranquil peace and the other as anI intimation
:he disturbances of war. This differentiation, submit, is
3:1 justiﬁed. Pieter de Hooch drew in all of these scenes on a
score of motifs which he combined in various ways, with
seeming disregard for such distinctions as are now applied to
:Izem. If de Hooch did not draw a clear line between private
11d public spheres, between a civil and a military society,
should we insist on seeing such a division in his work?
Overlap between realms is constantly in evidence in
the work of de Hooch, and the military side of life is its most
apparent manifestation. The household, even the boudoir, is
frequently visited in his paintings by army ofﬁcers. Even if
their behavior is generally, though not always, restrained, the
pleasure-seeking motive behind their visit is never in doubt.
Their very presence in interiors marked by the usual signs of
:jJiet virtue, such as the dog and the embroidering servant in
An ofﬁcer and a woman conversing, soldier at the window (see
Fig. 13, p. 538) belies a clear dichotomy between the virtuous
iomesticity of the household and the loose morals of the outside, war-tom world. 12 Whether or not soldiers are actually
present or husbands absentin such scenes, the war and its
ways are never very far.
As remarked above, there1s a revision underwayin
favor of recognizing the large and signiﬁcant impact of the
Eighty Years War on Dutch art. The catalogues and colloquia
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for the various manifestations and exhibitions of the current
celebrations present extensive evidence in this regard. One
branch of Dutch painting has largely been ignored in this
respect, and to this the rest of the present paper is devoted.
That is, the group portraits of civic guardsmen. It is perfectly
understandable that this well-known specialty has been left
out of discussions of the Eighty Years War. After all, the practice of portraying civic guard companies in the Dutch towns
goes back to the early 16th century. The companies concerned
did not actually ﬁght in the war, and their military signiﬁcance is usually thought of as negligible. Writing on the
subject betrays an undercurrent of embarrassment, as if the
writers felt that the guardsmen were play-acting or dressing
up or enjoying a night on the town while pretending to be a:
work. When their function as a ﬁghting force is considered a:
all, it is not so much for the Republic as for the city. This was
the conclusion reached by Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann ii:
his book on the Nightwatch:

“The Nightwatch expressed forcefully the preparedness of the individual men represented and thereby
of Amsterdam’s citizens to defend the independence
of the city against any adversary, including the
Dutch republic itself. The willingness to ﬁght for
Amsterdam’s rights may have been inherent 1':
other group portraits of militiamen, but was no:
stated overtly. Only Rembrandt did so, in a most
emphatic manner [...]. For their contemporaries
this group portrait of eighteen men undoubtedly signiﬁed a gloriﬁcation of Amsterdam, the ” 13most
successful and powerful city-state of its time.
In this perspective, the Eighty Years War is barely relevant L:
Amsterdam group portraiture, the city to which the present
discussion is limited. The pride of the militia, wrote
Haverkamp-Begemann, “was primarily local, only secondarijnational.” ‘4 But is that so? Let us consider some evidence 1:
the contrary, evidence which brings the Amsterdam militia
portraits into a far closer relationship to the Eighty Years We::5
The city of Amsterdam is fortunate in the survival
no fewer than 57 group portraits of militiamen from the 16::
and 17th centuries. The earliest dates from 1529, the last one
from 1656.15 This is an impressive continuity, but it would be
a mistake to think that all group portraits of civic guard bodies convey the same message. There are two major breaks
the tradition, and these coincide with the outbreak and the
cessation of the Eighty Years War. Before the war the mei:

:
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bers did not have themselves portrayed as military men at all.
The weapons in the paintings, for example in the portrait of
:he crossbowmen from Squad B in 1559, were not those used
in the exercise of arms (Fig. 6).16 They were of an antiquated
kind used for target practice and playful competitions. In general not more than a single one was displayed, as a token of
the function of the group. That function was largely bound to
the neighborhood, to the city and to the group itself as a club.
What has been insufﬁciently realized is that all of
:his changed radically as the revolt developed into a war. At
that juncture, “the civic guard companies were reformed into
true military units, with a parallel command structure
throughout the country, with colonels, captains, lieutenants,
corporals, sergeants, specialists and troops. A new oath of
allegiance was written, so that guardsmen ﬁrst swore loyalty
to ‘the high command and the government of the country’
before the city fathers.” 17 “The military nature of the portraits” in the new situation, Bas Kist and JP. Puype have
written, “is expressed in the costume, the equipment, the
weapons and the mutual relations of the guardsmen, as well
as in their posture and the way they hold their weapons and
other attributes [...].” 18
An eloquent example is a militia portrait that was
recently identiﬁed as having been painted by Frans Badens
for the Voetboogdoelen, the practice range of the crossbow:nen (Fig. 7).19 If the weapons in the paintings from the 1550s
were symbolic, in this work they are functional in the
extreme. No painting illustrates more clearly the point made
by Kist and Puype about posture and presentation. The poses
and equipment of the guardsmen, under Captain Arent ten
Grootenhuys, are those of a ﬁghting troop. With their coats of
armor, pikes, swords, batons and colored scarves, the guardsmen were indistinguishable from a company in the States
army. The presumed occasion for the painting, moreover,
underlines the allegiance of the civic guard to the high command in The Hague. The painting was made, according to
Simone Rijs, on the occasion of a visit to Amsterdam by
Prince Maurits in May 1613.
“Maurits accompanied his cousin Frederik V of the
Palts and his wife Elisabeth, the daughter of James I
of England [...] Amsterdam had already taken the
side of Maurits before the signing of the Twelve
Years Truce [in 1609]. The city was against a peace
treaty with Spain.... After his arrival in the city
Maurits was taken to the Dam, where the entire
civic guard stood in arms.” 2"
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This is a drastically different situation than that of
the standard account. The point of this painting is not the
glorification of Amsterdam nor the male bonding of club
members. It is a demonstration of pure military presence.
and a statement of allegiance to the prince of Orange, whose
banner is displayed by the troop.
Badens’ group portrait also illustrates another
point, made in a recent article by Ann Jensen Adams. *
Adams analyzed the iconography of several other militia
groups in relation to the religion of the sitters and the polit—
ical situation. She found evidence that the ongoing tensions
21

between Remonstrants, a liberal split-off group within
Dutch Calvinism, and their Counter-Remonstrant adversaries were reﬂected in a number of civic guard portraits.
The evidence she presents is convincing, and her examples
can be augmented.
In the same period as Badens’s portrait of Arent ten
Grootenhuys and his company of crossbowmen, another grand
example was painted for the archers’ practice range, the
23
Handboogdoelen, by Jan Tengnagel (Fig. 8). The metalin this
painting is not just armor: there are also mugs and plates 0:
pewter, expressive of the festive nature of company banquets
This particular banquet marked the appointment of the captain, Geurt Dircksz. van Beuningen, to the higher rank 0:
colonel. The get--together was his parting dinner. Var.
Beuningen was one of the great wheeler-dealers in Amsterdam
politics, a man who used all his family connections, ﬁnancial
clout, network commitments and political inﬂuence to achieve
his ends, which were not always perfectly ethical.24
What does the contrast between these two paintings
tell us? One company chose to be painted in full military
tenue, bearing the banner of the prince of Orange. Another
chose a relaxed, festive occasion, marking the advancement
in the Amsterdam hierarchy of its own captain. As it hap»
pens, this captain was not on the best of terms with the house
of Orange. He was a prominent supporter of the Remonstran:
faction, which was on a collision course with Prince Maurits.
The next time Maurits came to Amsterdam after 1613, ﬁve
years later, it was to remove the Remonstrants from ofﬁce
and replace them with Counter-Remonstrants of a strict
Calvinist persuasion. The main matter at issue was whether
or not to resume the war following the Twelve Years Truce
Maurits and the Counter-Remonstrants were in favor of
renewed warfare, while the Remonstrants were inclined L:
extend the truce. In this environment, Geurt Dircksz.’s choice
of motif for the group portrait, and its reduced military atmosphere, looks a lot like a deliberate display of favor for peace
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One of the men Maurits chose for advancement to
town council was Jacob Pietersz. Hooghkamer.
Hooghkamer was promoted to lieutenant in the civic guard
1620, and in 1621 he became captain of a company and a
board member of the crossbowmen’s practice range.25 When
'3:— had his
company painted in 1628 by Jacob Lyon, he chose
:22: a militant variety of group portrait, like that ofArent ten
Grootenhuys (Fig. 9).26 The motto of the painting is VIGILA,
3e Watchful. That year the tension between the Remonstrants and Counter-Remonstrants in the Amsterdam
gavernment once again approached the boiling point. The
:rince of Orange — now Maurits’s successor Frederik
Hendrik — once more was called upon to settle matters. This
:me it was managed without a putsch, and in favor of the
Remonstrants, who now became the leading faction in the

:e

:

3mm government.27
Close in time to this militaristic image of a company
‘v’standing guardsmen1s a second painting of a sit-down din-zer. In 1632 the appointment as burgomaster of Jacob Backer
:nd his departure from the civic guard was marked once more
by a painting of a banquet, for the crossbowmen’s practice
range, by Nicolaes Eliasz. Pickenoy (Fig. 10).28 That year the

Remonstrants captured all the burgomaster’s seats, with
Geurt Dircksz. van Beuningen — he of the banquet of 1613 —
mce more in ofﬁce. And once more the Remonstrants were
more inclined to pursue an active peace policy than were the
Counter-Remonstrants. The choice of the banquet as a motif
reﬂects this. It was a rare iconography in the 17th century. In
fact, Pickenoy’s painting is the ﬁrst surviving example since
1613. These are also the only two known civic guard portraits
that commemorate the departure of a captain. Somehow one
senses the heavy hand of Geurt Dircksz. van Beuningen
behind this coincidence. In any case, we have here another
set of paintings, like the portraits by Badens and Tengnagel
of 1613, that exemplifycompeting war policies and competing
images of the civic guard as an institution. The banquets
emphasize camaraderie and togetherness, the highly armed
groups discipline and mastery of arms.
This small number of examples should be enough to
sharpen our eye for hidden agendas and subtexts in the
iconographies of civic guard portraits. The chronicles of the
city tell time and again of political and religious conﬂicts
fought out within the civic guard. Why then should this not
have carried over to the portraits?
If the Eighty Years War inﬁltrated the internal
iconography of the militia portrait, it also affected the very
survival of the genre. This can be demonstrated by the
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chronologicalfrequency of the existing examples (Fig. 11) The
total period during which civic guard portraits were made is
about 130 years or 13 decades. That is an average 0:
4. 4 group portraits per decade. That rate is exceeded in 6 of
the 13 decades, as one would expect. The distribution of the
increased production is however eccentric. 5 of those
6 decades fall within the period of the Eighty Years War.
Except for a dip in the decade when the Twelve Years Truce
went into effect, every ten years of the Eighty Years War saw
an increase (in one case merely a matching) in the number of
civic guard portraits made in Amsterdam. The most concentrated period of production dates from the second phase of
the war, after the resumption of hostilities in 1621. In the
1620s six groups were painted, in the 1630s seven and in the
1640s nine.
The graph reveals a second striking fact about the
history of the genre. After the peace, the practice dies 01;:
completely within less than ten years. Actually, within tw:
years, probably the two years needed to complete commis—
sions given in 1648. The three paintings which date fro:
after 1650 are not group portraits of the men of a company
but of the four-man governing boards of the three civic guar:
headquarters in the city. Few genres in art have ceased...
exist as abruptly as this. Between 1621 and 1650 24 milit:_=.
groups were made in Amsterdam, each decade more than the
one before, with hundreds of sitters from the upper crust if
the city. These paintings were among the most visible and
prestigious paintings in Amsterdam, touchstones for artist}:
and social status. Then, from one day to the next, they simply
stop being made.
How can this be explained?The scholar who has done
the most work on the Amsterdam civic guard portraits.
Christian Tiimpel, has proposed two solutions.29 The ﬁrst one
is that the wall space in the civic guard meeting places “‘5
full. In a city which clipped off the edges of the Nightwatch a:
make it ﬁt a wall for which it was not painted, I do not regard
this as a serious possibility. Tiimpel’s second answer is 1'2:
more to the point. He observes that in 1650, following the
failed attack on Amsterdam by Stadholder Willem II, the cm:
guard was demoted in status. The number of companies WE
increased from 21 to 50, which immediately diluted the exci:—,
sivity of serving as an ofﬁcer.
This can only be part of the answer. In other cities
where the number of companies was not increased and which
were not attacked by the stadholder, the painting of c111:
guard group portraits also stopped soon after the end of the
Eighty Years War. Any answer to the question must take

'
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account of this coincidence, which of course suggests that the
tar itself was a powerful force in keeping the tradition alive.
Before proposing a new solution, let me pose another ques:on concerning this problem. The captains of the civic guard

rere in considerable measure city councilors or aldermen,

:en who could have had themselves portrayed as political
rather than military groups.30 Yet there is no tradition in the
Xetherlands for group portraits or even individual portraits
:-:' holders of political office. A few guilds and charitable bod;es had more than one or two group portraits of governors,
but the number of individuals on these paintings is a small
iraction of those in the militia pieces. Why should the the city
fathers of Holland have chosen so unanimously for the civic
guard group portrait as their chosen collective self-image?
If these are the right questions — Why did civic guard
portraiture cease after the Eighty War? and Why was it the
preferred self-image of the Amsterdam patriciate? — then in a
way they answer themselves. The patricians of Amsterdam
preferred a self-image as a" guard ofﬁcer for as long as cap:aincy in the guard was a meaningful military function with a
positive emanation. The meaning of the function derived not
only from the possibility of having to engage in combat with
the enemy. The civic guard had a true strategic function as a
relieving force, allowing the States army to put many more
troops into action than otherwise would have been possible.
The maintenance of an armed force in the cities also helped
preserve the balance of power between the cities and the stadholder and added to the sense of security of the burgher. If not
as romantic as the swashbucklers of The Three Musketeers,
Amsterdam guardsmen nevertheless were heroic in a more
civic way. They embodied manly steadfastness and commitment to use of force for the good of the state and the city. This
image was accurate enough to command unfeigned respect.
After 1648 this situation changed nearly overnight.
When Stadholder Willem II died in 1650 he was not replaced.
Amsterdam swore that there would never be another stadholder. The army was thenceforth commanded by committees
of the Council of State and the States-General. As Jonathan
Israel writes, “The change in the structure of power in 16501 did indeed carry far-reaching implications for the
relationship between the army and society. Holland, having
drastically reduced the army in size, now also sought to
emasculate it politically, and lower its status.” 31 This demotion of the States army had the same effect on its back-up
force, the city militias.
Moreover, the military situation changed drastically.
The Eighty Years War was mainly a land war, waged on
213
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schedule, with the siege as the chief tactic. In this kind of
warfare, it was possible for Amsterdam guards to go into the
ﬁeld from time to time, if only as a relief force, and to come
home triumphantly. The fact that the Dutch were winning
the war added to the attraction of the military self-image.
The wars of the 1650s and 1660s were a different
matter entirely. These were highly violent naval wars in
which the civic guard could play no part at all. The First
English War was a disaster for the Netherlands. “The Dutch
admirals, notably Tromp and De Ruyter, showed ﬂair, and
resolve, but could ﬁnd no answer to the greater English ﬁre—
power and concentration of strength. Each time the might?
ﬂeets clashed in the North Sea and Channel, the Dutch were
shattered, holed, and dismasted at a greater rate than their
foes.... The war, and loss of hundreds of merchant vessels~
caused a catastrophic slump in the Republic. The Amsterdam
burgomasters afterwards calculated the total loss of Dutch
merchant and ﬁshing vessels during the war at 1,200 — a devastating setback to commerce.” 32 Both situations — the
exclusion of the House of Orange and the war losses — led Icriots in the cities, which had to be put down by the civic guard
In short, in the years immediately ensuing on the
Treaty of Munster, for reasons that had to do With the new
post-war constellation of power, the civic guard in the Dutch
cities lost its glamour, its political support, its upbeat feeling
and its friendly message to the people. No wonder that a
regent would now ﬁnd it more sensible to have himself
painted as the governor of an old folk’s home than as the
leader of an armed body whose main new function was ti:
discourage or put down civic riots.
During the Eighty Years War the civic guard portraits were a prominent demonstration of the trust betwee:
the Amsterdam city government, its citizens and the States
army. The burghers could admire and relate in a positive way
to these paintings of their co—citizens in arms, pledged to all-:—
glance to the Republic and the city. When that system broke
down, as it did after 1648, the painted images of mutual trus:
were among the ﬁrst victims of the new world order. Not uni
the late 18th century did Dutch painters once more beg—.1
painting groups of citizens in arms. But those groups were
patriots who were challenging rather than afﬁrming the sta—
tus quo. If the paintings we have reviewed are any indication
we can conclude that the Peace of Munster extracted a prim
in cohesion between burgher, regent and army which was
never paid off for the 150 remaining years of the Republic.
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Fig. 3

Pieter de Hooch
Two Soldiers and a Woman drinking in a Courtyard,
unsigned, dated by Peter Sutton ca. 1658-1660
Oil on canvas, 68 x 59 cm.
Washington, National Gallery of Art
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Fig. 4

Pieter de Hooch
A Man smoking and a Woman drinking in a Courtyard,
unsigned, dated by Peter Sutton ca. 1658—1660
Oil on canvas, 78 X 65 cm.
The Hague, Mauritshuis
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Fig. 5

Pieter de Hooch
A seated Soldier with a standing serving Woman,
signed, dated by Peter Sutton ca. 1652-1655
Oil on panel, 43.5 x 37 cm.
Private collection
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Fig. 6
Anonymous
The Crossbowmen of Squad B, dated 1559
Oil on panel, 142 X 169 cm.

Amsterdam,Amsterdams Historisch Museum

Fig. 7

4‘

Frans Badens
-~ and Troops of the Crossbowmen’s Company of Captain Arent ten Grootenhuys and
Lieutenant Nanning Florisz. (or Jacob Floriszn.) Cloeck, unsigned,
2‘: 5;: authors of Schutters in Holland 1613 (and by S.A.C. Dudok van Heel ca. 1608)
,

Oil on canvas, 186 x 362 cm.

Amsterdam,Amsterdams Historisch Museum
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Fig. 8

Jan Tengnagel
Banquet of Ofﬁcers of the Archers’ Company of Captain Geurt Direksz. van Bezutr';
and LieutenantPieter Martsz. Hoefyzer, unsigned, dated 1613
Oil on canvas, 155 X 264 cm.

Amsterdam,Amsterdams Historisch Museum

Fig. 9
Jacob Lyon
‘
Captain Jacob Pietersz. Hooghkamer and Lieutenant Pieter Jacobsz. van E_
G;
Civic
Crossbowmen’s
:
the
':
Amsterdam
surrounded by Officers or Troops of
unsigned, dated on documentarybasis ca. 1628
Oil on canvas, 254 x 477.5 cm.
Amsterdam,Amsterdams Historisch Museum
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Nicolaes Eliasz. Pickenoy,

Banquet of the Crossbowmen’s Company of Captain Jacob Backer
and Lieutenant Jacob Rogh,
unsigned, dated on documentarygrounds 1632
Oil on canvas, 198 x 531 cm.

Amsterdam,Amsterdams Historisch Museum

Fig. 1 1
Frequency of surviving Amsterdam civic guard portraits per decade, 1521-1660
(source: author)
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Zusammenfassungen
Die Stadtvéter als Wachoffiziere
Traduit du frangais par Uwe Bennett
Am Ende des Achtzigjdhrigen Krieges erfdhrt das Bild der F‘sund der Stadtva'ter aufschlussreiche Verdnderungen. Wdhrend des Enqwaren die Gruppenportra'ts der Stadtvdter in den meisten Fdllen
bildnisse. Obwohl die tatsdchliche Macht der Stadtva‘ter auf 1.5.1politischen Funktionen bzw. Handelsaktivitdten beruhte, zogen sie as
auf ihren Portrdts nicht als Burgermeister oder Geschdﬁ‘sleute aufzu sondern als Oﬁiziere der von ihnen angeflihrten Kompanien. Die 12 sche Atmosphc‘ire der Zeit wird ebenfalls auf den Frauenbildern de’“
Bis um 1650 erscheint die Frau in der holldndischen Malerei bestet'
als ein Wesen, das der Truppe zur Verfu'gung steht: Sie ist Lagergeﬁﬂrn.
Kellnerin, ein lediglich auf das Amusement ﬁxiertes Ma‘dchen oder
Prostituierte.
Nach dem Frieden von Milnster wandelten sich die Gruppé'g
trdts der Stadtvdter rasch und in bezeichnender Weise. In Amsterdam
die Auftrdge fur Gruppenportrdts der verschiedenen Korps der Lands.
ab 1600 unabla‘ssig zugenommen hatten, bleiben sie plétzlich aus. Vo'.
an ziehen die Stadtvdter es vor, anstatt als waffentragende Manner, in ;
Zugehb‘rigkeit zu den fu’hrenden Instanzen einer Gilde oder einer WV
tdtigkeitsorganisation dargestellt zu werden.
In der gleichen Zeit dndert sich auch das Bild der Frau :v.
holldndischen Malerei. Auch wenn die fru'here Ikonographie weiterbssr-’ r
so werden die Werke, die sich ihrer bedienen, zahlenmdﬂig von solcha.
dern ﬁberboten, auf denen die Frau als Hausherrin, Familienr"
Handwerkerin oder Dienstbotin erscheint. Der Bruch mit dem Mill“
lieu war jedoch, anders als auf den Stadtvdterbildnissen, 1'.
Frauenportrdts weniger radikal. Im Wer’i Pieter de Hoochs ersc‘w
Armeeoﬁ‘iziere in Interieurszenen oder Ho‘fen von Privathc’iusern.
Das Verschwinden der Landwehr—Gruppenportrdts wiru"
als Konsequenz der Beendigung des Achtzigjdhrigen Krieges inte .
Wa‘hrend des Krieges waren die Gruppenportrdts der Landwehm
wichtige gegenseitige Vertrauensbekundung zwischen den Stadrt -Burgern und der Armee der Vereinigten Provinzen. Die Bzirger
damals die Gemc‘ilde, auf denen ihre Stadtvc‘iter, die der Republik wad
Stadt den Treueeid geleistet hatten, in Waffen dargestellt waren.
dernd und in positiver Weise auﬁ Nach 1648 a'nderte sich dz:
grundlegend. Die Landwehr und die Armee der Vereinigten Pro:
genossen nicht mehr dasselbe Prestige. Der stathouderat, Symbol dé"
mdchtigen und Einigung stiftenden bewaﬁ'neten Streitkrdﬁ‘e, wards ..
ldst. Die Gemdlde, auf denen das gegenseitige Vertrauen zwischz'z
Bu'rgern und ihren Stadtvdtern dargestellt war; ﬁelen der neu gesch... "
Ordnung als erste zum 0pfer.
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Résumés
-

édiles en ofﬁciers de la garde

,

de l’anglais par Lydie Echasseriaud

~10

A la ﬁn de la guerre de Quatre-VingtsAns, l’image de la femme et
aides connut clans la peinture des Pays-Bus des changements re’ve’laPendant la guerre, les portraits de groupe des édiles avaient été le
murent des portraits militaires. Bien que devant leur véritable pouleurs fonctions politiques et a leurs activite’s commerciales, les
municipaux des Pays-Bas préféraient apparaitre dans leurs
gnu
en tant qu’oﬁ‘icier de la compagnie qu’ils commandaient plutét
.:ant que bourgmestre ou homme d’affaires. L’atmosphére martiale de
w
ressort également des portraits de femmes. Jusque vers 1650, la
n‘a de place dans la peinture hollandaise quasiment que comme
u- “e a la disposition des troupes: elle est une compagne de camp, une
u ‘ de bar, une ﬁlle qui ne pense qu’d s’amuser ou une prostituée.
Apres le traité de Munsteii les portraits de groupe des édiles chanmpidement, et ce, de maniere signiﬁcative. A Amsterdam, les
nudes de portraits de groupe représentant tel ou tel corps de la milice,
zaient cessé d’augmenter de décennie en décennie depuis 1600, cesérusquement. A partir de cette date, les édiles pre’férérent montrer
guilde ou d’une aeuvre
Wﬁenance aux instances dirigeantes d’une
d’armes.
hommes
v- .e’ plutét que de se faire représenter en
A la méme époque, l’image de la femme se modiﬁa dans la peiniuilandaise. Bien qu’il n’y eut pas disparition de l’ancienne
« .phie, les oeuvres se rattachant a celle-ci furent dépassées en nombre
In: :ableaux ou la femme était tour a tour maitresse de maison, mere
ﬁrm—2‘2 artisan ou domestique. Le milieu militaire ne fut pas évincé
tenement des portraits de femmes que de ceux des édiles. Dans
:32 Pieter de Hooch, des oﬁ‘iciers apparaissent dans des scenes d’in:é.’ des cours de maison.
La disparition des portraits de groupe de la milice est interprétée
Ans.
we une conséquence de la ﬁn de la guerre de Quatre-Vingts
de
été
civile
autant
'
avaient
cette guerre, les portraits de la garde
les
magistrats
vouaient
mutuellement
*1 -s de la conﬁance que se
ax, leurs administrés et l’armée des Etats. Les administrés pou;.'ors admirer et percevoir de maniére positive toute peinture
ayant fait serment
'mt leurs magistrats en armes, des magistrats
situation de fond
la
1648,
la
et
Apres
cite’.
la
République
ante envers
La garde civile et l’arme’e des Etats ne jouissaient plus du méme
des forces arme’es auparavantpuissant
. e: Ie stathoudérat, symbole
Les
aboli.
représentant la conﬁance mutuelle
peintures
w 'eur, fut
:asaaient les administrés et leurs magistrats furent au nombre des
victimes du nouvel ordre établi.
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